Absolute Music

This book is born out of two contradictions: first, it explores the making of meaning in a musical form that was made to empty its meaning at the turn of the nineteenth century; secondly, it is a history of a music that claims to have no history – absolute music. The book therefore writes against the notion of absolute music which tends to be the paradigm for most musicological and analytical studies. It is concerned not so much with what music is, but why and how meaning is constructed in instrumental music and what structures of knowledge need to be in place for such meaning to exist. Instead of existing in a pure and autonomous form, music is woven back into the epistemological fabric, and tangled with the discourses of theology, visual perspective, biology, philosophy, gender, chemistry, politics, physics. Such contextualisation, far from diminishing the significance of music, actually demonstrates the centrality of music in the construction of modernity. From the thought of Vincenzo Galilei to that of Theodor Adorno, Daniel Chua suggests that instrumental music has always been a critical and negative force in modernity, even with its nineteenth-century apotheosis as ‘absolute music’.

The book discusses the ideas of thinkers such as Vincenzo Galilei, Descartes, Diderot, Rameau, Rousseau, Kant, Hegel, Schopenhauer, Hanslick, Wagner, Max Weber and Adorno and considers the works of composers such as Monteverdi, C. P. E. Bach, Haydn, Mozart and, most importantly, Beethoven, whose music defines the notion of absolute music for the nineteenth and twentieth century.
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A preface often speaks of anxiety. When Giulio Caccini published his *Le nuove musiche* of 1602 he attached a preface to annotate his notation; the notes, he says, ‘are written in one way, but to be more graceful [they] are affected in quite another’. His words carry the anxiety of Baroque performance practice, a fear that always lurks behind the notes whenever a text demands the creative interaction between the performer and the notation; in such cases, the preface greets the reader as a defence mechanism to safeguard the author’s intentions, lest the text be misinterpreted. So it is not simply out of politeness that I greet you. This preface is written out of an anxiety about your performance practice. How will you read this book? Will you get it? Let me invoke three words both to guide your reading and to allay my anxiety:

1. Constellation: this word murmurs with the aura of Walter Benjamin. For Benjamin things simply refuse definitions, for a concept cannot live up to the thing it names, but limits the meaning by making it identical to the concept. Similarly, absolute music cannot be defined; its identity is nebulous and its history too volatile to pin down with precision. To write about it as if it were a single, stable concept would miss the point, for its meaning is situated in an ever-changing constellation of elements. This book is therefore arranged as a constellation of tiny, fragmentary chapters that gather around the object, often in an extreme manner to exaggerate the tensions between the concepts, without collapsing everything into the black-hole of absolute music or by allowing one star to outshine the others. There is no attempt to exhaust the history of absolute music or to focus on a single period. What I present are selected splices of time, which are momentary flashes of thought made to illumine the object without overcoming it. The story I tell is an invisible thread that connects these momentary glimmers together, like a sign of the Zodiac picked out from among the stars.

---
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2. **Archaeology**: this word relates to the historical method of Michel Foucault. His attempt to dig out deep epistemological layers is designed to remove the subject as the agent of history, replacing it with a clinical structure. The question, for Foucault, is not ‘who makes history?’ but how things are ordered. So in this book it is not so much who makes absolute music but what structures of knowledge need to be in place before absolute music can exist at all. This means that absolute music cannot be confined to the history of music as if it were purely musical, circling in its own autonomous sphere. What it claims to be is embedded in structures outside music(ology), and it is only by excavating these sites that the meaning of absolute music can be reconstructed.

3. **Dialectic**: this word is meant to conjure up the apparition of Theodor W. Adorno, who, unlike Hegel, offers no synthesis in his dialectical process. And neither is there one in this book; the constellation remains in tension and the epistemological sediments do not mingle. Moreover, this immiscible concoction of the stars and the earth also demands a dialectic between the twinkling particulars, which function as forensic details that might clinch the case, and the general epistemological shift that bulldozes all differences in the name of totality. Benjamin and Foucault do not mix, and Adorno’s dialectic does not arbitrate between them but maintains as necessary the unresolved dissonance at the core of Western knowledge. This dissonance also disturbs the centre of absolute music which claims to be both general (the absolute) and particular (the work) at the same time. The dialectical strain between a flash of thought and the epistemological strata or between the analysis of a work and a general theory of music is a condition of absolute music itself. Either/or is not an option.

These three words – constellation, archaeology, dialectic – have no absolute power over you; they are not magic spells designed to instil the fear of the author or to constrict the imagination of the reader. Quite the opposite; these words are meant to put the onus on the reader to perform in the gaps between the stars or along the geological lines. To paraphrase Caccini, the text is ‘written in one way, but to be more graceful [it should be] affected in quite another’.